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INTRODUCTION

 I am creating a three-dimensional artwork conveying the relationship between food con-
sumerism and excessive waste and how it impacts the climate and enter this artwork to the Human 
Impacts Institute. 

 Humans Impacts Institute annually select artists to showcase their artworks that regarding 
to climate change. They are open to a diversity of  media including: performance art, dance, spo-
ken word, films, 2d works such as painting and drawing and theatre pieces. 
Website - http://www.humanimpactsinstitute.org/creative-climate-awards

 My goal in this project is to be able to educate and remind people how our actions affects 
the world and aim to initiate change. 
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             Consumerism is controlling the society. People are consuming commercial goods more 
than they have in the past decades. Product brands, specifically in the Food Industry, are keeping 
up with the growing consumer population by producing more goods to fulfill the demands. The 
Food Industry is constantly expanding, not only are they focusing on the production of  the prod-
ucts themselves, but time, labor and resources are also devoted into packaging. 
             Packaging has become a necessity in business, not only it is used to contain and protect 
the product, it is also means of  branding and advertising. Nevertheless, it has become one of  the 
main sources to the rise in the production of  waste. Food companies are currently producing over 
packaged food products, extracting unnecessary amount of  raw materials, most are not reusable 
after manufacture. Wastes that are unrecyclable, non-compostable and non-biodegradable end 
up in landfills and bodies of  water, causing harm and damage to the air and water putting the 
public’s and animals’ health at risk. “Consumed” is a three-dimensional artwork illustrating the 
concept of  consumerism and how it impacts our lives. It is made with food packaging to bring 
into awareness of  the amount of  waste being produced from the Food Industry alone. From 
protein bars to take out containers, the packaging constructs the environment of  the place we live 
in, we will be living in our own trash if  we do not initiate change to the current production of  
wastes.
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             “Consumed” is a sculpture illustrating a living environment constructed solely with 
food packaging. It is to bring awareness of  the amount of  waste we are producing upon pur-
chasing consumed goods from supermarket retailers, restaurants and cafes. It is to reveal the 
relationship between consumer culture and wastes by placing them side by side. Majority of  
the food packaging people throw out are considered as Municipal Solid Waste, MSW, which 
are not recyclable, compostable or biodegradable. They are being collected on landfills and 
are thrown into the ocean, which causes many issues that are harming the earth. 

        • GLOBAL WARMING: The amount of  MSW left on landfills releases greenhouse    
           gas, methane and carbon dioxide that has the ability to trap heat, causing melting
           icecaps, rising sea level and extreme weather. 

        • AIR POLLUTION: Burning ttrash on landfill releases mercury and carbon dioxide
           which can be toxic if  constantly exposed. 

        • WATER POLLUTION: Solid wastes that are thrown into the ocean kills wildlife as
           they mistaken them as food, potentially could disrupt the ecosystem.

        • DEPLETION OF RESOURCES: Companies are extracting more, unnecessary,
           resources for packaging, which depletes the scarce amount nature provides, most 
           importantly majority of  it turns into waste.

              In reaction to this issue that is causing immense amount of  harm to the envi-
ronment, “Consumed” reminds the public that the production of  trash can cause serious 
damages, especially with food companies that are over packaging their products. Instead of  
having the luxury to live in a beautiful, clean city, we will end up living in a dirty, unappeal-
ing environment, breathing in toxic air, no clean water to drink and no fresh food to eat. 
Generations to come will not be able to see the original sight of  nature and be able to live in 
a clean environment.
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